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we walked proudly in to lunch behind The Black Pirate.
Nothing remains of that festivity except a gay, remembered
whirl of conversation, lacquer, salads, and the tiny sculp-
tured figure of Miss Gloria Swanson, carved like her own jade.
Still reeling, we had crossed a sunlit path and entered the
cathedral, made free of its wonders for the afternoon, We
sat about on camp chairs that bore the names of " stars,"
and talked—yes, positively talked—to movie-actors. All
round us, glued to their megaphones, sat film-directors,
breeched, booted, and almost spurred, I had never under-
stood why those dynamic men find it essential to adopt
so equestrian a uniform; and even now my uncertainty
remains. Perhaps, the last romantics of the New World,
they are still waiting, hopeful in spite of everything, for an
Indian raid, prepared to leap on horseback and dash off,
like Mr. Leacock's hero, in all directions.
Other mysteries greeted our reverent and delighted gaze.
For hours, it seemed, a dishevelled lady in an Eastern tale,
walked down a passage, stared from an upper window,
started in horror, and disappeared again. She did it
beautifully each time; but if she did it once, I suppose she
did it thirty times, whilst an insatiable director searched in
vain for some hidden standard of perfection. And each
time that she did it, music struck up and she proceeded to
the opening bars of the " Chanson Indoue " from Sadko,
promptly checked the very moment that she left her
window. She might, of course, be helped by Rimsky-
Korsakov to realise an oriental mise en scene. But what
purpose was served by such endless repetition I never
fathomed, except perhaps to impress performers with a sense
of infinite directorial fastidiousness. Had I not already
seen a small boy with a carefully blacked eye returning home
ad nauseam to a humble cottage, where his mother smoothed
his hair and bravely bore this intimation that their presence
in the village was not wholly welcome ? Each time the
door swung open; each time she looked up from her
knitting ; and each time she folded him in an embrace of

